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REF. DESCRIPTION COMPOSITION FOTO

33.0000.200 CLEANING BRUSH

Cleaning brush: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1001.000 MX FEEDER DOOR

MX Graphite colour Feeder door: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1002.000 MX FEEDER COUNTERWEIGHT

MX counterweight: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1003.000 MX FEEDER DISPENSER

MX Graphite colour Dispenser: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1004.000 MX FEEDER RAMP

MX Graphite colour feeder ramp: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1005.000 MX SUPPORT PIVOT

MX Support pivot: (For machines with serial number previous to 333374)

33.1005.100 MX 2.0 SUPPORT PIVOT

MX Support pivot V 2.0: (For machines with serial number subsequent to 

333375)

33.1006.000 MX FRONTAL COVER

MX Front cover: (Valid for all the serial numbers)
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33.1007.000 MX JUICE TRAY

MX Graphite colour Juice tray: (For machines with serial number previous 

to 391809)

33.1011.000 MX DRIP TRAY

MX Graphite colour drip tray: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1015.001 MX UPPER PRESSING UNIT

MX Upper plastic pressing unit: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1016.000 MX SUPPORT PIVOT SHAFT

MX Support pivot shaft + DIN 6798A Washer + DIN 934 Nut + DIN 127 

Washer: (For machines with serial number previous to 333374) ** Until 

finish the stock - Alternative references 33.1016.100 (current support pivot 

shaft) + 33.1005.100 (current support pivot)

33.1016.100 MX 2.0 SUPPORT PIVOT SHAFT

MX Support pivot shaft + DIN 439 MF Nut + DIN 127 Washer: (For 

machines with serial number subsequent to 333375)

33.1017.000 MX COVER BASE

Mx cover base + Mx feet (4units) + Din 934 Nut (4units) + GPN 300 Plastic 

Plug (4units): (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1021.100 MX FAUCET O-RING

Mx V 2.0 Silicone faucet O-ring: (For machines with serial number previous 

to 391809)

33.1024.000 MX REDUCER MOTOR

MX motor reducer + Connection female (2units) + Connector pin: (Valid for 

all the serial numbers)
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33.1025.000 MX MAIN CONTROL BOARD

Mx Main board + Plastic bridle + ESP Screw Heyco (2units) + DIN 912 

Screw + DIN 985 Nut + DIN 6798A Washer: (Valid for machines with serial 

number previous to 417579)

33.1025.100
MX MAIN CONTROL BOARD AND 

FILTER

Mx Main board + Plastic bridle + Filter + ESP Screw Heyco (2units) + DIN 

912 Screw + DIN 985 Nut + DIN 6798A Washer: (For machines with serial 

number subsequent to 417579) * Valid for machines with serial number 

between 391808 and 417578, removing the filter 33.1074.000.

33.1026.000 MX DISPENSER DRIVER

MX inner drive + Mx extern drive + spring drive + DIN 934 nut + DIN 125 

Washer + Silicone joint (2units): (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1027.000
MX TWIRLER BLADE ROTOR 

SHAFT

Rotor shaft + Screw DIN 7985 + Washer DIN 125 + O-ring + Seal washer + 

Bearing 6802 2RS s.s (2units) + MX Spacer + Weight adhesive: (For serial 

numbers previous to 391809, in serial numbers previous to 333374 use the 

reference 33.1044.000)

33.1028.000 MX WEIGHT

MX Weight + Weight adhesive: (For machines with serial number previous 

to 391809)

33.1029.000 MX COUNTERWEIGTH BELT

MX Belt weight: (For machines with serial number previous to 391809)

33.1029.100 MX ROCKER ARM BELT

Mx Rocker arm belt: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1030.001 MX ROCKET ARM

MX Rocker arm + Washer DIN 125 + RFX 81T screw: (Valid for all the 

serial numbers)
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33.1031.000
MX FRONT COVER LOCK 

BRACKET

MX Graphite colour Bracket: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1032.000 MX TWIRLER BLADE BRACKET

MX Graphite colour Fix blade bracket + Screws DIN 7981 B (3units): (For 

machines with serial number previous to 333374 use the alternative 

reference 33.1044.000)

33.1033.000 MX KEYBOARD MODULE

MX Keyboard module + Keyboard Bus: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1034.000 MX PLASTIC FRAME MODULE

Frame + Door shaft (2units) + S.S front + Peel ejec. pivot holder (2units) + 

Expander (12units) + Fix blade bracket + DIN 7981 Screw (3units) + Wire 

fastener + RFX 81T Screw (2units) + Wire feeder arm set + Wire guide 

tube: (For serial numbers previous to 391809) Spare part sold with 

identification label and on request. INDISPENSABLE SEND THE SERIAL 

NUMBER

33.1034.100
MX PLASTIC FRAME MODULE 

(SPRING)

Frame + Door shaft (2units) + S.S front + Peel ejec. pivot holder (2units) + 

Expander (12units) + Fix blade bracket + DIN 7981 Screw (3units) + Wire 

fastener + RFX 81T Screw (2units) + Wire feeder arm set + Wire guide 

tube + Specific grease: (Serial numbers subsequent to 391809) Spare part 

sold with identification label and on request. INDISPENSABLE SEND THE 

SERIAL NUMBER

33.1039.000 MX BLADE BLOCK

MX Blade blockage: (For machines with serial number subsequent to 

333375)

33.1040.001 MX TWIRLER BLADE

MX Stainless Steel twirler blade: (For machines with serial number 

subsequent to 333375)

33.1041.001 MX TWIRLER BLADE HOLDER

MX Twirler blade holder: (For machines with serial number subsequent to 

333375)
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33.1042.000 MX LOCK KIT

MX Plastic cover lock + Lock base + RFX 81T Screw (2units): (Suitable for 

machines with serial number subsequent to 333377)

33.1043.000
MX SILICON SHAFT FASTENERS 

(2uts)

MX Silicone shaft fastener (2units): (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1044.000 MX BLADE UPDATING KIT

MX Twirler blade holder + Stainless steel twirler blade + MX Graphite 

colour Fix blade bracket + Blade blockage + Kit twirler blade rotor shaft: (To 

update machines until serial number 333374)

33.1045.000 MX TAP

MX Faucet push + Push spring + Graphite colour Faucet piston + Silicone 

O-ring: (For machines with serial number previous to 391809)

33.1046.001 MX KEYBOARD COVER

MX Keyboard cover + ON/OF Button + O-ring thread + DIN 125 Washer 

(3units) + Silicone joint (3units) + RFX 81T Screw (3units): (Valid for all the 

serial numbers)

33.1047.000 MX WIRE FEEDER-ROCKER ARM

MX Stainless Steel Wire + Setscrew + Plastic cover + Silicone joint (2units) 

+ DIN 934 Nut (2units) + Retaining wire sheet + RFX 81T Screw (2units): 

(Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1048.000 MX GEAR LEVY

MX Gear levy: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1049.000 MX POSITION MODULE

MX Position module + Position module bus: (Valid for all the serial 

numbers)
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33.1050.000 MX FEEDER BARRIER MODULE

MX Feeder barrier module + Feeder barrier module bus: (For machines 

with serial number previous to 391809)

33.1050.101 MX FEEDER BARRIER BUS

Barrier board-power board BUS MX: (For machines with serial number 

subsequent to 391809)

33.1051.000 MX REAR COVER

MX Graphite colour Rear cover: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1052.000
MX BUS MODULE POWER-

CONTROL

Main board to Keyboard module bus: (Valid for machines with serial 

number subsequent to 342019)

33.1053.000
MX BUS MODULE POWER-

FEEDER BARRIER

Main board to Feeder barrier module bus: (Valid for machines with serial 

number subsequent to 342019)

33.1054.000
MX BUS MODULE POWER-

POSITION

Main board to Position module bus: (Valid for machines with serial number 

subsequent to 342019)

33.1055.000 MX SECURITY MICRO-SWITCH

MX Secudity micro-switch + Pin fast-on: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1056.000 MX PEELS DEPOSIT SENSOR

MX Double magnetic detector + Silicone joint + DIN 934 Nylon nut: (Valid 

for all the serial numbers)
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33.1058.000 MX ROTOR

Mx Twirler blade rotor + DIN 7985 + DIN 125 Washer: (Valid for all the 

serial numbers)

33.1059.000 MX IEC SOCKET BASE

IEC Socket base + Fuse (2units) + Bridge wire (2units): (Valid for all the 

serial numbers)

33.1062.000 MX 2.0 JUICE CONTAINER FILTER

MX Juice container filter: (Assembled in machines with serial number 

subsequent to 391809 and valid for all the serial numbers.

33.1063.000 MX 2.0 JUICE CONTAINER

MX V 3.0 Juice container: (For machines with serial number subsequent to 

391809 and valid to update machines with serial number subsequent to 

382339)

33.1064.000 MX 2.0 TAP

Mx V 3.0 Faucet with joint: (For machines with serial number subsequent to 

391809 and valid to update machines with serial number subsequent to 

382339)

33.1065.000 MX 2.0 ROTOR SHAFT GREASE

Round jar + Rotor shaft specific grease: (For machines with serial number 

subsequent to 391809)

33.1066.000 MX 2.0 FAUCET SEAL

V 3.0 Juice in-out joint: (For machines with serial number subsequent to 

391809 and valid to update machines with serial number subsequent to 

382339)

33.1067.000 MX 2.0 TENSION SPRING

Rotor shaft spring + MX Belt bridle + MX weight belt + DIN 912 Screw + 

DIN 6798A Washer: (For machines with serial number subsequent to 

391809)
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33.1068.000 MX 2.0 ROTOR SHAFT

Rotor shaft MX V 3.0 + Screw DIN 7985 + Washer DIN 125 + Bearing 6802 

2RS S.S (2units) + MX Bearings spacer + Rotor Shaft specific grease: (For 

machines with serial number subsequent to 391809)

33.1069.000 MX UPDATE KIT

ASP Upper presing unit + ASP Lower presing unit + Support pivot + Blade 

block + Twirler blade holder + S.S Twirler blade + ASP Left peel ejector + 

Securing knob (2units) + Silicone joint (2units) + ASP Label: (For machines 

with serial number subsequent to 333375)

33.1070.000 MX GEAR CASE MOUNTING TOOL

MX Gear case mounting tool (2units): (This tool is used to facilitate the 

assembly of gear case and the fasteners in the frame)

33.1071.000 MX POSITION MODULE BRACKET

DIN 439 Nut + DIN 125 Washer + Cable guide + Mx Feeder system 

Metallic PCB + DIN 6798 Washer + DIN 934 Nut (2units) + Din 7984 Screw 

(2units): (For machines with serial number subsequent to 391809)

33.1072.000 MX FOOT

MX Foot: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1073.000
MX SCHUKO POWER SUPPLY 

CABLE

Mx Schuko 90º Power supply cable: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1073.100 MX POWER SUPPLY CABLE UL

Schuko 90º UL Power supply cable: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1073.200 MX POWER SUPPLY CABLE GB

Mx Schuko 90º GB Power supply cable: (Valid for all the serial numbers)
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33.1073.300 MX POWER SUPPLY CABLE AUS

Schuko 90º AUS Power supply cable: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1074.000 MX MAIN BOARD FILTER

Mx Main board wires and filter: (Valid for machines with serial numbers 

previous to 417579)

33.1076.000 MX GEARBOX GROUP

Gear case + Motor + DIN 912 Scr. (3units) + Sec. Ring E30  DIN 471 

(2units) + Sec. Ring E35 DIN 471 (2units) + 6007 Bea. (2units) + Big gear 

+ Small gear + Gear levy + 61904 Bea. 2RS (2units) + Lower shaft + Upper 

shaft + Eight reinforc. + DIN 125 Washer (4units) + DIN 127 Washer 

(4units) + DIN 912 Screw (4units) + Box cover + Heyco Scr. (4units): (Valid 

for all the serial numbers)

33.1077.000 MX SUPPORT-BEARING KIT

Bearing 6007 2RS (2units) + MX eight support + DIN 471 E-35 seg ring 

(2units) + DIN 471 E-30 seg ring (2units) + 61904 2RS Bearings (2units): 

(Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1078.000 MX BIG PLASTIC GEAR

Mx Big plastic gear: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1079.000 MX SMALL PLASTIC GEAR

Mx small plastic gear: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1080.000
MX LOWER PLASTIC PRESSING 

UNIT

Mx Lower plastic pressing unit: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1081.000 MX LEFT PEEL EJECTOR

Left peel ejector: (Valid for all the serial numbers)
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33.1082.000 MX SECURING KNOBS (2uts)

Securing knob (2units) + Silicone joint (2units): (Valid for all the serial 

numbers)

33.1083.000
MX PEEL EJECTORS PIVOT 

HOLDERS (2uts)

Peel ejector pivot holder (2units): (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1084.000 MX COMPONENTS

Mx SNACAP Washer (4units)  + DIN 7991 Screw (4units) + Mx Black 

SNAPCAP PLUG (4units) + Expansible thread DRR011 (2units): (Valid for 

all the serial numbers)

33.1084.100 MX FRONT COVER EXPANDER

Heyco Expander (12units): (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1085.000 MX PLASTIC HINGES

MX B Hinge + Mx A Hinge: (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1086.000 MX UPPER PRESSING SHAFT

Mx upper pressing shaft + Bolt  10 x 8 x 25: (Valid for all the serial 

numbers)

33.1087.000 MX LOWER PRESSING SHAFT

Mx lower pressing shaft + Bolt  10 x 8 x 25: (Valid for all the serial 

numbers)

33.1088.000 MX WEIGHT INOX FRONT

Mx weight inox front + Mx expansible thread heyco (11units): (For 

machines with serial number previous to 391809)
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33.1088.100 MX SPRING INOX FRONT

Mx spring inox front + Mx expansible thread heyco (11units): (For 

machines with serial number subsecuent to 391809)

33.1089.000 MX DOOR SHAFT (2uts)

Mx door shaft (2units): (Valid for all the serial numbers)

33.1090.000 MX PARALEL BOLT

Mx paralel bolt: (For machines with serial number previous to 343207)

33.1090.100 MX DISC BOLT

Mx disc bolt: (For machines with serial number subsecuent to 343207)

33.1091.000 MX ELECTRONIC BOX COVER

MX Electronic box cover + Esp HEYCO Screw (4units): (For machines with 

serial number subsequent to 343207, or with the gearbox reference 

33.1076.000 installed)

34.3093.000 COLOR KIT ORANGE

Jar MX Orange + Peel bucket MX Orange: (Valid for all the serial numbers) 

** For the rest of colours check the accessories catalogue
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Thank you for purchasing an original ZUMEX spare part. We hope that our spare part will 
adapt perfectly to your needs and that it will work properly and for a long time.

The ZUMEX original spare parts are the same as those used in our equipment.  They are sub-
mitted to the same quality controls as the original components installed in your equipment, 
satisfying the strictest regulatory requirements to guarantee the quality and safety of the 
spares.

The warranty terms and conditions corresponding to your purchase of an original ZUMEX 
spare part are described in this document.

Basic Warranty Conditions

ZUMEX guarantees the excellent quality of the original ZUMEX spare part you have purcha-
sed new and that it will be in good working order for 6 months as from the purchase date. 
This warranty exclusively covers ZUMEX original spare parts.

Please read this document carefully and if you have any doubts, please contact us at www.
zumex.com.

What does the warranty cover?

This warranty comprises the right to replace the ZUMEX original spare part purchased new 
by you from ZUMEX GROUP S.A. free of charge, if such spare should have a manufacturing 
or assembly defect or operating fault, so long as this is due to a manufacturing fault that 
represents a deficiency in its normal operation. It shall not cover a refund of the purchase 
price under any circumstances.

ZUMEX may ask you, at any time, to send the faulty part whose replacement you are reques-
ting, in order for ZUMEX to verify the defect. Its shipment will be a compulsory requirement 
for the validity of this warranty. If it is indeed a manufacturing defect, the part will be repla-
ced and the costs derived from this process will be assumed by ZUMEX.

For this ZUMEX warranty to become effective, you must provide proof of the date of purcha-
se of the ZUMEX original spare part, via the relative purchase invoice.

What does the warranty not cover?

Given that ZUMEX, as manufacturer of the original spare part, cannot assume responsibility 
for certain aspects not related to our activity, there are certain faults and damage that this 
warranty cannot cover.

* See the range of certified products.
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Please inspect the state of the ZUMEX original spare part purchased on delivery, and check 
that it is the right one before installing it. Remember that a bad diagnosis may cause the 
spare part purchased not to work correctly or the incorrect operation of the equipment. 
Any flaw, damage or operating deficiency, caused by mistakes in selecting the spare part, by 
inadequate installation or improper use of the spare part, will result in the loss of coverage 
of this warranty and of the warranty of the equipment that this spare part is installed in. 

If you do not send the faulty part when requested by ZUMEX to verify the defect, this warran-
ty will lose its validity.

In any case, the following are excluded from the coverage of this warranty:

 • The service provision (travel), manpower and transport concepts, which may possibly  
     arise in those cases deemed appropriate by ZUMEX.

 • Faults or damages caused to the spare part, not attributable to its design or manu- 
  facture, but caused by external conditions, flaws caused by knocks or impacts, da- 
  mage due to climate conditions or other natural phenomena, as well as external  
  influences such as voltage and/or pressure surges.

 • Faults or damage to the spare part caused by improper use or use contrary to   
  the purpose defined by the manufacturer, due improper handling, to the use of   
  inappropriate chemical agents or washing products, to damage caused by chemi- 
  cal or electrochemical effects of the water, as well as due to incorrect installation  
  or assembly, due to general unusual environmental conditions or to improper   
  maintenance of the equipment, due to failure to observe the care and cleaning   
  tasks according to the instructions for use.

 • Replacement or repair of parts affected by wear, included in the normal maintenance  
  and cleaning of the equipment; and those that the manufacturer recommends should  
  be replaced within a specific period of time or number of work cycles.

 • Replacement or repair of fragile parts (for example wedges, handles, covers, contai-  
  ners, spouts, etc.) when their fault or breakage is not attributable to a manufacturing  
  defect.

Finally, the warranty would be cancelled if the spare part is installed in equipment in which 
non-original ZUMEX parts are also installed or additional parts or accessories that are not 
ZUMEX originals are used.

Important 

To be entitled to this warranty, it will be essential to provide ZUMEX GROUP S.A. with proof 
of the date of receipt of the new original ZUMEX spare part by you, by providing the purcha-
se invoice. Please keep the purchase invoice.
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Except for the express warranties set forth above, ZUMEX grants no other warranties, ex-
press or implied, by statute or otherwise, regarding the product, fitness for any purpose or 
otherwise. To the extent that permitted by the local laws, ZUMEX shall not be liable for the 
any defect, inconvenience, loss or any other consequential damage, arising out of the use, 
or inability to use the product or breach of any express or implied warranty.

Welcome to ZUMEX, we hope you will enjoy your products.

*Warranty terms applicable to products sold after 01/01/2014.
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